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Abstract 

Stevens poetry reflects his profound learning on the existential manner of 

thinking. His firm conviction that the "cruelty of reality" is a phenomenal 

provider of "limit situation"1 reveals Kierkegaardian influence through Jean 

Wahl. At the same time, his constant persuation to cast off all the illusions, 

including the illusions of religion and God, brings him close to the atheistic 

existential thinkers like Neitzsche and Sartre J Except for a few casual 

statements of Stevens on Neitzsche, Bergson and Husserl, and his generous 

acknowledgements of his friendship and association with Jean Wahl2, there are 

no direct evidences of any particular existential writer influencing Stevens. 

Wahl's own enthusiasm for Stevens' poetry - Wahl translated some of the poems 

of Stevens into French - is in itself a proof of the existential content of Stevens' 

poetry. 

Key Words – Wallace Stevens Poetry 

Literature review - Stevens wrote his poetry with a firm conviction that poetry 

"...is a new engagement with life" (NA, 240) and the existentialist's influence is 

more urgently felt than that of Freud. This 'new engagement with life* formula 

at once reveals his novel attitude to the interacting objective reality and the 

subjective imagination, in the context of which man made 'reasons' should not 

interfere for Stevens. Even the slightest interference of reason is a positive 

limiting force of the imagination's freedom. Therefore, for Stevens,"... reason is 
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the methodizer of imagination"-(HA., 154). Also it is for this reason that even 

the influence of America's great philosopher of reason, George Santayana, about 

whose impact on Stevens some of his critics are exceedingly vocal, has its 

natural limitations. 

Having been convinced of the fact that the positive philosophical systems 

have utterly failed in solving the Cartesian "subject- object as said; and Stevens 

himself knows It too well. Therefore, after a due consideration of faiths and 

beliefs he says: "The final belief is to believe In a fiction which you know that it 

is a fiction and you believe in it willingly" (OP, 163). This of course, is his 

philosophical advice to those who want a philosophical answer and relief from 

the existential crisis. The psychological necessity of escape from the possible 

effects of imagination and reality are prominently present in our existence. This 

is also called by the existentialists as "resistance" through resignation.4 It is easy 

to see now that his poetic advices and the philosophical ones are not different. 

As a first step of their fight against the positive philosophical systems, the 

existential thinkers developed a philosophy of'things-in-themselves,-which 

sharply goes counter to that of the traditional philosophers. In order to 

supplement their faiths and beliefs about these 'things-in-themselves'. Personal 

experience is the lone supporting force of man : and his final beliefs and faiths 

are to be held valid or otherwise in accordance with his personal experience. 

Stevens stood for this philosophy. He says: 

No radiance of dead blaze, but something seen 

In a mystic eye, no sign of life but life 

Itself, the presence of the intelligible 

In that which is created as its symbol. 

(CP, 529) 

In his "Not Ideas About The Thing But the Things Itself (CP, 534), 

Stevens dramatically involves all the existential implications of "things-in-

themselves" by of stating that the so called 'created... symbol(s)' constantly 
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reveal "A new knowledge of reality" (P, 534). He finally declares in this poem 

that a single content of human consciousness, however concrete may it be, 

cannot refer itself to anything, not even to itself; and therefore, human 

knowledge forever remains a matter of inexplicable personal conjecture of 

feeling and emotion rather than an onto logical certainty. 

In his "Local Objects" (OP, 111), Stevens further clarified his    

philosophy of things-in-themselves'. Therein he says :  dichotomy" of the 

"Central Problem" or the problem of human understanding, Stevens readily 

consigned his entire thought through and poetry to the existential manner of 

looking at the question of human knowledge. This is the philosophical position 

of Stevens, He however reveals ardent love of 'being-in-the-world', He realised 

the absurd state into which the human situation had fallen as an inevitable result 

of foreclosing the freedom of being from its fullness of experience. He held 

human experience most high. Experience, at least, in "the case of a poet of 

scope", says Stevens, "is much broader than reality". 

Inspite of the fact that "The physical world Is a meaningless tonight, 

"Stevens stood for it because "there is no other..." (CP, 337). It is therefore, 

certain for Stevens that "Life cannot be based on a thesis, since by nature, it is 

based on instinct. A thesis, however, is usually present and living... (in)3 (In the 

Adagia dictum "in" is probably a misprint. It should be "is" in to make Stevens 

meaning clear) the thesis in the context stevens symbolist struggle between 

thesis and instinct" (OP, 160). His poetry, then can be considered as an 

existential revolt against the thesis on behalf of the instant experiences of the 

self. 

Contrary to their expositions stevens is a bitter critic of all positivism in 

philosophy and all traditionalism in poetry. He consciously felt it his duty to 

remind man about of the Unique sense of being human. According to him man 

has to seek this great purpose by way of promoting both 'Imagination' and 

'reality' tothe 'instinctive Integrations* of the conscious felt experience of the 
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self"... in the act of the mind finding / What will suffice" (CP, 239). He declared 

at the pitch of his voice: 

The greatest poverty is not to live 

In a physical world, to feel that one's desire 

Is too difficult to tell from despair 

(CP, 325). 

The impossible situation of not being able to distinguish between 'desire' 

and 'despair' as a certain cultural fact of our times, throws man into an 

existential crisis. One possible solution that he gives is in" merely living as and 

where we live" (CP, 326). But this is not as easy 

Little existed for him but the few things for which a fresh name always 

occured, as If He wanted to make them, keep them from perishing, The few 

things, the objects of insight, the Integrations of feeling, the things that come to 

their own accord, because he desired without Knowing quite what, (OP, 112) To 

resolve these "few things" as certain fabrics of imagination or of reality is 

toJhrough them into perishing'. He"... give(s) (them) a sense of the freshness or 

vividness of lie (OP, 157) end that, he assures, "...is a valid purpose for poetry" 

(OP, 157). The poem starts with the contention that he was"... a spirit without a 

foyer" (OP, 112), and his approach was.   "...towards an absolute foyer beyond 

romance" (OP, 112), which was not there for obvious reasons.) 

Stevens' intentions of giving a place to the new existential philosophy in 

his poetry are clear. Stevens always wanted "...to accept the structure of things 

(alone) as structure of ideas" (CP, 327), which amounts to saying that a 

structure of ideas does not exist as against the structure of things. He certainly 

does not move from things to ideas. Moreover he has an innate hatred of all 

structures of ideas; and that is due to the inalienable impact of the existential 

thinkers. Says Stevens : "The structure of ideas, these ghastly sequences/of the 

mind, result only in disaster..." (CP, 326), Hines himself relegated James Baird 

to the structuralist group of critics of Stevens, who along with the philosophical 
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group of critics, "...have failed to account adequately for the change in the later 

poetry of Wallace Stevens". Inspite of the fact that James Baird allotted a full 

length chapter on the existential aspects of Stevens in his The Dome And The 

Rock, his final analysis of Stevens poetry insisted on'the casual theory of 

perception, which held the view that things cause ideas; and the things and their 

ideas are otherwise separate. In the existential context things are instantly 

created in the felt experiences of the self in its encounter with the world. The 

whole process- in fact there is no deducible process at all in the act of knowing - 

is called by them as "Being-in-the-world". This is what Stevens in his Down 

characteristic manner calls "To live in the world but outside of existing 

conceptions of it" (OP, 164). Things, therefore, be come the properties of the 

self in the act of Being. They have nowhere else to exist except "in the human 

consciousness. 

Things are because of interrelations or interactions" (OP, 217), says 

Stevens. All poetry, for him, is "irrational". In his "The Irrational Element In 

Poetry", Stvens says,"... the irrational element in poetry is the transition between 

reality and the sensibility of the poet from which poetry springs" (OP, 217), The 

moment a rational structure or vision enters into it, poetry becomes a dead a 

feature for him. 

In all probability "... poetry is the medium of his personal sensibility" 

(OP, 217), for Stevens. As such it also becomes a matter of personal 

responsibility In the positivist traditions the burden of providing meaning 

always remained either with the subjective or the 'objective* counters of the self 

and the world by asserting their categorical worth or idealistic arbitrariness. 

The authentic existence is the precious possession of man, which he has 

to maintain permanently in the constant exercising of his freedom and choice. 

Therefore, Stevens says: 
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The one moonlight, the various universe, intended So much just to be 

seen - a purpose. Empty perhaps, absurd perhaps, but at least a Purpose, Certain 

and ever more fresh; Ah. Certain, For sure ........ (CP, 532) 

The ever-changing, never-resting variousness of the universe in flux is 

'intended / So much just to be seen' is really a matter of exhausting concern. 

Inspite of the fact that, it is an, 'empty' and 'absurd' purpose, it is, at the time, a 

purpose that assures man the experience of continual exercise of freedom in 

existence, if not the object. The three typographical dots at the end of the poem 

suggest at the impossibility of stating something conclusive about the positive 

or otherwise nature of existential freedom and choice, It is rather a matter of 

heavy duty that alludes all positive or negative conclusions and summations. 

Miss vender rightly points out that "Stevens is, I think, unique in English poetry 

in the frequency with which he closes his poems on a tentative note, This ending 

'on tentative note' emerges as advice in the poetry of stevens because of fact 

that, nothing conclusive could be asserted on matters concerning life.  

In order to divert the attention of readers from any such preconditions on 

Stevens levels his poems on a tentative note. This keeps the mystery of Being in 

the world in all its elusiveness and freedom.  

The inevitable stringency and the consequent responsibility of Being in 

the world is best explained by stevens in the following words.     

I mean that nobility which is our spiritual height and depth, and while I 

know how difficult It is to express it, nevertheless I am bound to give a sense of 

it. Nothing distorts itself and seems disuse more quickly. There is a shame of 

disclosing it and in its definite presentations a horror of it. But there it is the fact 

that it is there is what makes it possible to invite to the reading and writing of 

poetry by men of intelligence and desire for life. (NA, 33-34) 

The final assurance that comes to poet, himself in his poetry as "The act 

of the mind" (CP, 239) is his unique sense of *being-in-the-world'. Therefore 

Stevens says : 
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Say even that this complete simplicity 

Stripped one of all one's torments, concealed 

The evilly compounded, vital I 

And made it fresh in a world of white, 

A world of clear water, brilliant edged. 

Still one would want more, one would need more 

than a world of white and snowy scents. 

(CP, 193-194) 

Results and Conclusion - The existential analysis of Stevens'1 poetry has 

certain definite comparative advantages and merits over and above a mere 

phenomenologicai approach. While the phenomenological method restricts 

itself at the immediate states of subjective consciousness, the existential analysts 

takes the entire structure of existence of the subject into consideration. While 

the experience of the phenomenon is momentary in the unified consciousness of 

the subject, the existential approach takes into consideration the multiple and 

even contradictory worlds of existence in the transitory moments of Being. 

Although Stevens maintained a life-time friendship with Jean Wahl, and 

existential thinker of no mean worth, and knew HusserI and Neitzsche well; he 

appears to have arrived at his existential stands quite independently of the so 

called direct influences. Even the French existential revolt which was raging 

high in 30*s and 40's could not influence him directly. It is noteworthy that 

Existentialism itself had its inroads into America duly "...divided between 

analytical positivism and the pragmatism," as A.W. Levi Says. It is right to say 

that he had some inborn credentials for existentialism But, however, he had his 

Socrates of the dialogues, Augustine of the depth psychological confessions of 

his self, and Pascal in his struggle to find a place for his "... hearts reasons 

which the reason knows not of to initiate him into existential thought technique. 

Therefore, he wants to uncover for himself a fundamental structure of 

existence and have it described in its essential parts i.e. the structure of being-in-
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the-world. It is in this spirit that Kierkegaard and his followers persued the 

existence. 

As a poet Stevens had two simultaneous purposes to perform. As an 

existential thinker he has to denounce the old values, old philosophies and old 

idealisms on the one hand; and, thereby existential values by way of introducing 

all the profound dimensions of the modern emotional and spiritual temper. Only 

after the exposure of what all that constitutes positivist conformism and 

formalism successfully lay foundations of the existentialist thought That way 

that all the great, existential writers like Kierkegaard did follows them faithfully 

at the outset, he satirises and exposes' he denounces as traditional and formal; 

and then he gives characteristic manner as to what he considers to be the of 

'being-in-the-world'. In order to expose the old mockingly uses all the 

techniques of Romanticism, and Symbolism. 
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